ERCH Lucerne, Switzerland 31 May - 2 June

Media Start List
Men's Single Sculls
Start Time: 14:50

SAT 1 JUN 2019

Race 101

SA/B 2

8

Lane | Ctry | Code | Name       | Date of Birth |
-----|------|------|------------|---------------|
1    | GBR  |      | BARRAS Thomas | 07 JAN 1994   |
2    | DEN  |      | NIELSEN Sverri | 14 OCT 1993   |
3    | GER  |      | ZEIDLER Oliver | 24 JUL 1996   |
4    | CZE  |      | SYNEK Ondrej | 13 OCT 1982   |
5    | BUL  |      | VASILEV Kristian | 18 NOV 1991 |
6    | SUI  |      | STAHLBERG Nico | 15 NOV 1991   |

Progression System: 1-3 to Final A, Remaining Crews to Final B (1-3->FA, 4..->FB)

World Best Time: NZL MANSON Robert Poznan (POL) 2017 World Cup 6:30.74
European Champ' Best: CRO MARTIN Damir Poznan (POL) 2015 European Championships 6:41.65
European Champion: NOR BORCH Kjetil Glasgow (GBR) 2018 European Championships 6:49.95
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